ABSTRACT The rapid development of wearable biosensors based on the Internet of Things provides a new solution for heart disease analysis and prediction of sudden death from heart failure. However, how to deal with a large amount of data generated by heart sound signals is an urgent problem to be solved. Based on the characteristics of heart sound signals, we propose a parallel compressive sensing model for the multichannel synchronous acquisition of heart sound signals. Furthermore, we provide a series of experiments to assess the performance of the model. The experimental results demonstrate that the reconstruction speed of the proposed model is 9-10 times faster than that of the block sparse Bayesian learning algorithm and the orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm, and the reconstruction effect is better. Meanwhile, the proposed model can effectively reconstruct the normal heart sound signal and abnormal heart sound signal of fourchannel synchronous acquisition. Therefore, the proposed model is feasibility.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the improvement of current living standards and the development of intelligent technologies, cardiovascular diseases are no longer synonymous with the elderly [1] , [2] . According to the China Cardiovascular Report 2017 published by the National Center for Cardiovascular Disease's data shows that the number of cardiovascular diseases in China is arrived 290 million, in other words, 2 of each 10 adults suffer from cardiovascular disease, and about 3.5 million people dead in cardiovascular disease every year [3] . Therefore, it is very important to monitor cardiovascular diseases, To make heart disease monitoring easier and faster, recent work utilize the new developed technologies of the Internet of Things (IoT), and wearable sensor, which can provide a new way to monitor the heart disease. The way analyzes the development trend of heart failure and predicts of sudden death through the monitoring of The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jinming Wen. heart sound (HS) signals to achieve the purpose of auxiliary diagnosis [4] . Compared with the ECG signal, the HS signal contains a large amount of data and can be employed to classify and identify heart diseases, and has lower acquisition cost. Especially for long-term synchronous acquisition of HS signals generated by the aortic auscultation area, pulmonary auscultation area, mitral auscultation area, and tricuspid auscultation area, the amount of data generated become greater. When the generated HS signals are synchronously collected for a long period, the data is large. Therefore, some related problems are waiting to solution, such as how to store HS signal data, and how to make diagnostic equipment stand by for a long time to ensure it stable operation. Compressive Sensing (CS) is a new theoretical framework for the acquisition and reconstruction signal from a small number of sampling data. It can sample the signal at a lower frequency and reconstructs the signal with high probability [4] . This provides a possible solution for wearable devices of long time running that store a large amounts of HS signal data.
At present, there are few researches on compressive sensing for HS signals at home and abroad, but they are at the beginning stage. Such as I. W. Selesnick described a method for one-dimensional signal denoising that simultaneously utilizes both sparse optimization principles and conventional linear time-invariant (LTI) filtering, this method is used in ECG accurately preserves the spikes in the ECG waveform [5] ; Block Sparse Bayesian Learning Framework proposed by Haibin Wang et al. to implement block-based processing of HS signals Compressive sensing reconstruction [6] ; Israa Tawfic and Sema Kayhan presented two methods for ECG with absence and presence of noise, these methods are Least Support Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (LS-OMP) and Least Support Denoising-Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (LSD-OMP) [7] ; Balouchestanol achieved undersampling of ECG signals in wireless body area networks using compressive sensing and sparse Bayesian learning structures [8] . These studies have shown that compressive sensing is of great value in the study of physiological signals in humans.
According to sparse characteristics of multi-channel HS signals and compressive sensing related theory, this paper proposes a parallel compressive sensing model for multi-channel synchronous acquisition of HS signals. This model selects a main signal and analyzes the correlation of other signals with the main signal according to the time and frequency domain nature of multi-channel HS signals acquired synchronously. It uses the Hadamard observation matrix to compress the main signal, and it is based on the L 1 -norm regularized least squares interior point method to achieve the main signal reconstruction, and finally it reconstructs other signals according to the correlation of the main signal and other signals, and then it achieves parallel compressive sensing of multi-channel HS signals. The MHSPCS model can synchronously collects multi-channel HS signals and compresses them in parallel and reconstructs them, and then it can classify and identify abnormal HS signals by their feature extraction. This model provides an effective way to solve the problem of a large amount of data storage generated by wearable multi-channel HS signals device, and can ensure that the wearable devices can run for a long time in an energy-saving state. In addition, it can be applied to parallel compressive sensing processing to other multi-channel synchronous acquisition biological signals.
II. CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTI-CHANNEL HS SIGNALS
A. TIME DOMAIN PROPERTIES Multi-channel normal HS signals have periodicity. Each cardiac cycle includes the first HS signal (S1), the second HS signal(S2), the third HS signal(S3), and the fourth HS signal(S4) [9] . Under normal conditions, S1, S2 can be heard. However, the S3 can only be heard in children and adolescents, S4 is rarely heard in normal conditions. The duration of S1 is between 0.08 and 0.135 seconds; the duration of S2 is between 0.07 and 0.08 seconds. The intensity of the S1 and S2 of the HS signal in different auscultation areas is different, such as HS signals of the aortic auscultation area and pulmonary auscultation area, S2 of HS signal is stronger and S1 is weaker; in the mitral auscultation area and tricuspid auscultation area auscultation, S1 is stronger and S2 is weaker [10] . Different channel acquisition positions are different, and the HS component amplitude is also different. A set of four-channel synchronous acquisition HS signals waveform is shown in Fig. 1 .
B. FREQUENCY DOMAIN CHARACTERISTICS
The main components of the HS signal -S1 and S2 are in the range of 30-500 Hz. Multi-channel HS signals are collected from different auscultation areas of the same sound source. Therefore, they have similarities in the frequency domain. The Fourier transform waveform of a set of four-channel synchronous acquisition HS signals is shown in Fig. 2 .
C. SPARSE CHARACTERISTICS
Can be seen from Figure 1 , the majority of the HS signal amplitude is close to 0, the HS signal has obvious sparse characteristics.Because the multi-channel synchronous acquisition HS signals is a set of single HS signals, the multi-channel 
III. PRINCIPLES OF DESIGNING A PARALLEL COMPRESSIVE SENSING MODEL A. THE PRINCIPLE OF MAXIMUM COMPRESSION RATIO
The maximum compressed data storage of the multi-channel synchronous acquisition HS signals should be implemented; since it can reduce the storage space.
Analyzing the maximum compression rate of single HS signal according to the theory of compressive sensing, the maximum compression ratio of single HS signal x in Fig.1 (a), M and N satisfy the following equation:
where α is the sparse coefficient, N is the length, and M is the length of the observation matrix. Via calculation:
The maximum compression rate of the HS signal is 0.75.
B. THE PRINCIPLE OF OPTIMAL RECONSTRUCTION
In order to ensure the resilience of the reconstructed signal, should be as consistent as possible with the original multichannel synchronously collected HS signal. We use the similarity coefficient [11] index and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) index to evaluate the reconstruction effect.
where, WT f (a, τ ) denotes the similarity coefficient between the original HS signal x and the reconstructed HS signalx, if the value of WT f (a, τ ) is larger, the similarity is better; if the PSNR value is higher, the reconstruction effect is better.
where,m and n are the lengths of the contrast signals l and K, respectively.
C. THE PRINCIPLE OF MINIMUM COST
D. THE PRINCIPLE OF PERTINENCE
For multi-channel synchronous acquisition HS signals, the parallel compressive sensing is realized based on time domain characteristics, frequency domain characteristics and sparse characteristics.
IV. MULTI-CHANNEL HEART SOUND SIGNALS PARALLEL COMPRESSIVE SENSING(MHSPCS)
According to the multi-channel synchronous acquisition HS signals in the time domain with the same period and different amplitudes, the Fourier transform waveform in the frequency domain are similar, the frequency range is same, and then a multi-channel HS signals parallel compressive sensing model( MHSPCS) is designed, as shown in Fig. 3 . The model in Fig.3 selects a main signal and analyzes the correlation between other signals and the main signal. The main signal performs sparse transform. Then the Hadamard observation matrix is multiplied with the main signal to compressed. According to the principles of the parallel compressive sensing model, the signal is reconstructed using the optimal reconstruction algorithm. Finally, the correlation between the main signal and other signals is used to obtain the VOLUME 7, 2019 reconstructed signals after the parallel compressive sensing of the other signals, and then it achieves the parallel compressive sensing of multi-channel HS signals.
A. PROCESSING OF MULTI-CHANNEL HS SIGNALS UNDERSAMPLING
Hypothesis, the synchronously collected multi-channel HS signals are:
and
where S 1i, S 2i, are the main components of HS signal. first HS signal and second HS signal. In CS theory [12] , [13] , data sampling should satisfy random characteristics as much as possible. The traditional sampling method-resample technique may cause important information to be lost. Because the HS signal has obvious sparse characteristics, and it is necessary to collect as much data as possible from the center of the HS signal and randomly undersample the edge data [12] . Therefore, according to the characteristics of HS signal, the undersampling mode of HS signal is proposed. Its mathematical expression is
where x i represents each HS signal, U represents the HS signal undersampling mode, as shown in Fig. 4 . 
Among them, A i , A j represent the transform form of HS signals or HS signals.
C. SPARSE TRANSFORMATION OF MAIN SIGNAL A z
The main signal is sparsely transformed. The sparse transformation of the signal is usually performed by using sparse transform basis such as Fourier transform and wavelet transform [16] , [17] . According to the characteristics of the HS signal, the sparse transformation result of the HS signal using the Fourier transform basis is
The matrix ρ is the sparse matrix of the signal A z under the basis [25] , [26] .
D. USING OBSERVATION MATRIX TO COMPRESS THE SIGNAL
Using an observation matrix (M × N , M << N ) [27] , [29] that is irrelevant to , signal A z linearly project to get y = A z (13) where y is the observation matrix, because HS signal has sparsity, improve equation (13) according to equation (12) .
where (M × N ) is the sensing matrix.
E. MAIN SIGNAL RECONSTRUCTIONĀ z
The most straightforward method for accurately recovering the original signal A z from observations y is translated into the optimization problem of L 0 -norm [18] , [19] :
where is observation matrix, and is transform basis. The original data A z can be reconstructed by solving the optimization equations, but because the optimization equation is an underdetermined equation (conditions are much smaller than the unknowns), there are C K N possibilities for finding all the linear combinations of all non-zero values in A z ,therefore, the L 1 -norm constraint can be used to transform the underdetermined equation into a convex optimization problem, and the sparse solution of the original data can be obtained.
Using this method to solve the minimum norm problem can effectively solve the problem of signal reconstruction in compressive sensing theory, but it is easy to cause excessive smoothing of the signal, and the accuracy of the reconstructed signal is reduced [20] .
An effective method to prevent the occurrence of excessive smoothness is the Tikhonov regularization [21] . Combining Tikhonov regularization with L 1 -norm least square method, the model for solving the HS signal can be written as:
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-norm of A z and λ is regularization parameter and λ > 0. The Tikhonov regularization problem is calculated by [20] :
F. ACQUISITION OTHER RECONSTRUCTED SIGNALS BASED ON THE CORRELATION WITH THE RECONSTRUCTED MAIN SIGNAL V. APPLICATION
According to the MHSPCS model presented in this paper, the parallel compressive sensing of the four-channel synchronous acquisition of HS signals in Fig. 1 is realized, as shown in Fig.5 . In this paper, four-channel synchronous acquisition HS signals after undersampling procession are subjected to Fourier transform to obtain the Fourier transform waveform of HS signals. Because HS signals of the aortic auscultation area and pulmonary auscultation area HS signals, S2 of HS signal is stronger and S1 is weaker; in the mitral auscultation area and tricuspid auscultation area auscultation, S1 is stronger and S2 is weaker. The Fourier transform waveform of HS signals in the A-auscultation area and T-auscultation area are the main signals.It gets the similarities between the Fourier transform waveform of the HS signal in the P-auscultation area and the Fourier transform waveform of the HS signal in the A-auscultation area, and the Fourier transform waveform of the HS signal in the M-auscultation area and the Fourier transform waveform of the HS signal in the T-auscultation area.
A. MULTI-CHANNEL HS SIGNALS SYNCHRONIZATION ACQUISITION EXPERIMENT PLATFORM
The test data in this paper is the collected fourchannel HS signals by our research team's self-made shoulder-mounted four-channel HS signals synchronization 
B. METHOD
The reconstruction of HS signals uses an interior point method which is proposed by Pant et al. [20] for solving large-scale recovery problems using the L 1 -orthogonalized least squares method. Using the two equations (16) and (18) above to solves (17) , replace (17) with the following: where u ∈ R N , this formula is a convex quadratic programming problem that can be handled by the interior point method [20] . The algorithm steps are as follows
C. PEXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Experiment 1: This paper compares the reconstructed results of block-sparse Bayesian learning fast edge-likelihood maximization algorithm (BSBL-FM) [23] , orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm (OMP) [24] , and MHSPCS model for multi-channel HS signals. At the same compression ratio, the running time, PSNR, and reconstruction similarity coefficient of the three algorithms were tested. The parameters of this experiment are as follows: HS signal in the A-auscultation area takes 6000 points as a test signal after undersampling of the HS signal, and the test signal undergoes a Fourier transform to obtain the processed signal to be compressed. According to the BSBL-FM method, the processing signal is evenly divided into 500 points, and the DCT is selected as a dictionary to perform dictionary learning training on the uniform block processing signal, and a sparse binary matrix with a size of 250 * 500 is selected as a observation matrix to process signal compression, and then reconstruct the compressed signal. According to the OMP method, DCT is selected as a dictionary to perform dictionary learning training on HS signals. A sparse binary matrix with a size of 3000 * 6000 is selected as the observation matrix to compress the HS signal, and the compressed signal is reconstructed. Selecting a Hadamard matrix with a size of 8192 * 8192 as the observation matrix by using the L 1 -orthogonalized least squares interior point method to process signal compression and then reconstruct the signal after compression. From the experimental results (TABLE 1) , it can be seen that the running time of the LSPs algorithm used by the MHSPCS model is much shorter than that of the BSBL-FM algorithm, and the PSNR value and similarity coefficient are also higher than the other two algorithms. It can be seen from the experimental results in Fig.7 . 
where, x,x denotes the original HS signal and the compressed and reconstructed HS signal, respectively. If the SNR value is higher, the reconstruction rate is higher. If the CR value is higher, then the SNR value is lower, especially when CR is lower than 0.75, the SNR drops significantly. Therefore, in order to be able to reconstruct the HS signal, the compressed data length cannot be less than 0.75 times of the original signal length.
Experiment 2: The Fourier transform waveform of the HS signals for a group of A-auscultation area and T-auscultation area is compressed and reconstructed by the The signals are reconstructed by compressive sensing of the MHSPCS model, as shown in Fig.10 and Fig.11 . Tables 2 and 3 are comparisons of the PSNR and similarity coefficients of the HS signals collected from the two sets of original four-channel synchronous acquisition HS signals and the compressive sensing reconstructed the four-channel synchronous acquisition of HS signals by the MHSPCS model.
From the HS signal database, 10 groups of original four-channel synchronous acquisition HS signals were randomly selected, and the similarity error values error of the four-channel synchronous acquisition HS signals were reconstructed by compressive sensing of the MHSPCS model, as shown in Fig.12 .
VI. SUMMARY
This paper presents a multi-channel HS signals parallel compressive sensing model based on compressive sensing theory and the characteristics of HS signals. The MHSPCS model combines theory with practice and practice, uses effective and feasible compression algorithm based on specific domains or applications. The reconstruction speed of L 1 -norm regularized least squares interior point method of MHSPCS model is 9 to 10 times faster than block sparse Bayesian learning algorithm and orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm, and the reconstruction effect is better. The maximum error of the parallel compressive sensing reconstruction of multi-channel HS signals is only 0.0344, which is within the allowable range of signal processing. However, under the generalization and development of compressive sensing theory, the compressive sensing for the characteristics of multi-channel signals is not perfect enough, and a new compressive sensing algorithm needs to be constructed. The future improvement of multi-channel signal reconstruction methods based on compressive sensing theory mainly focuses on construct a more stable reconstruction algorithm with low computational complexity and requiring fewer observations to accurately recover the compressible signal.
